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But love is blind and lovers cannot see
The pretty follies that themselves commit
William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, Act II, Scene 6
Love is an ideal thing, marriage a real thing; a confusion of the real with the ideal never goes
unpunished.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
There are very few experiences in life that are as exciting as
the “real thing” of getting married. However, there are very
few as disappointing as finding ourselves attached to the
wrong person. Learning about what healthy relationships
look like is important if we are going to make good decisions about who to marry.

Helpful Information
Dr. John Van Epp has been working with couples for years
and has created a model to help them determine if their
relationship has progressed in a healthy pattern of friendship. If the progression has not been healthy, individuals
are instructed to pause and determine if they need to
revisit previous steps in the progression that they may have
skipped.
In the model, Van Epp has determined that there are five
major steps that should be taken before the relationship
reaches more serious levels. The steps include:

Figure 1. A red flag at the beach generally indicates hazardous
conditions for water sports, but that still doesn’t stop some people
from going into the water anyway.
Credits: Warning by Harry Chen, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0, http://flic.kr/
p/8cTTDx
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1. Knowing
2. Trusting
3. Relying
4. Committing
5. Touch
The steps progress in this order and at no time should one
step become more advanced than the step previous to it.
For example, a couple’s commitment should never advance
beyond their reliance on each other.
If we feel like we cannot rely on our partner, we should
not commit to the relationship. As we learn that we can
trust and rely on our partner, our level of commitment
will increase. Agreeing to marry someone is high on the
commitment scale. If something has happened in our
relationship to decrease the level of trust or reliance, we
should ask ourselves if we really know our partner, take
time to determine our trust level, and reduce the level of
commitment accordingly.

Knowing
It takes time to honestly get to know someone. Many married couples discover they are continuously learning about
their spouse. Just asking questions can be annoying, yet it
is important to know the other person as much as possible.
Van Epp recommends “playing detective” and watching
for opportunities to discover information. If our date, for
example, mentions problems they have experienced in a
previous relationship, it may be a good opportunity for us
to ask, “Why would anyone do that?” The answer could tell
us a lot about how they think and what bothers them in
relationships.
Knowing about the other person is helpful for determining
compatibility. The purpose of knowing the other person is
not to use that knowledge to manipulate the relationship,
however. In fact, some have called dating the big “fake out”
because of the dishonesty about likes and dislikes, traits,
and behaviors that often occurs in relationships. This fact
is demonstrated well in the movie 27 Dresses in which a
marriage is about to take place between a woman pretending to be a vegetarian and a dog-lover simply because the
man she thinks she wants to marry in fact is vegetarian and
really does love dogs.

Trusting
Knowing our partner is not manipulating the relationship is
vital to a healthy relationship. As mentioned, while dating,
we tend to act on our best behavior. It is human nature to

show our best traits when we are trying to sell ourselves.
We all have faults, and in healthy relationships we can allow
others to discover and accept these parts of us through the
“knowing” process. Trusting means that we can believe the
other person will not use our faults against us, hide other
faults from us, and will not deceive us. We must remember
that trusting should never exceed the level of knowing.

Relying
When we can honestly rely on the other person, it means
we know them and can trust them. It does not mean they
will never be late for a date or let us down, but it does
mean that they have proven that they want to be trusted.
To determine if we can rely on our partner, we can ask
ourselves several questions:
• Can we count on them to listen if we have had a bad day?
• Will they call if they are going to be late?
• Do we believe they will try to follow through on plans
they have made with us?
• Are they the person they represent themselves to be?
• Can we rely on them to care enough to do their best?
If our answers to most of the questions are “yes,” then we
may be ready to increase our level of commitment to the
relationship.

Commitment
There are many levels and gradations of commitment. A beginning level of commitment may include planning to see
each other on a regular basis. A higher level of commitment
could constitute wanting to date this person exclusively. As
our commitment to each other deepens, we may eventually
enter a pre-engagement phase, become engaged, and then
make the ultimate commitment of marriage.

Touch / Physical Intimacy
Some cultures believe in waiting until there is commitment
before kissing. Some current television shows promote
the notion that committing to a third date is the same
as committing to have sex. Physical intimacy promotes
attachment and connection between people. Once a couple
has had sex, it is common for them to focus on the physical
relationship and to build their attachment on the physical
part of the relationship. This can easily lead to an unhealthy
relationship if knowing, trusting, relying, and commitment
have not reached the same level of intensity.
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Things You Can Use
Following these logical steps to relationship development
can provide some sure signs that our relationships are
developing in healthy ways. Take a minute to evaluate your
friendship by asking yourself the following questions:
1. Is my relationship progressing in a positive way?
2. Have we skipped any of the steps in our relationship
progression?
3. If so, and to make sure our friendship is healthy, have
we gone back and spent more time on the step (knowing, trusting, relying, committing, touching) we either
skipped or didn’t spend enough time developing?

25 Red Flags
While there are many signs we need to pay attention to that
can signify we are in a healthy relationship, there are also
some specific warning signs, or red flags, we need to be
aware of so we don’t end up attached to the wrong person.
Ogletree and Harris (2003) offer this brief checklist:
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